INTRODUCTION Consider the nonlinear neutral delay difference equation
A(xn -P%-7) + ~%fihL) = 0, 12 2 120, ( where P E [O, l) , h E C(R,R), qi E (O,m), T,C~ E {0,1,2,. .}, i = l,.. .,m, and A is the forward difference operator; that is, Axe, = x,+1 -x,. Equation (1.1) can be seen as the discrete form of the neutral differential equation
$(x(t) -px(t -T)) + g !d(x(t -4) = 0, i=l t 1 to, (1.3) Chose linearized oscillations were studied by Tang and Yu [l] recently. It is a known fact, see [2] , that every solution of (1.2) oscillates if and only if its characteristic equation then every solution of (1.3) oscillates if and only if every solution of its corresponding linear equation oscillates. We remark that, as Tang and Yu [l] pointed out in the corresponding differential equation, (Hz) is an additional condition to the linearized condition (Hi), which restricts by u the tendency for functions fi(u) to vary in a neighborhood of the origin, and so cause many known equations to fail to satisfy it. For example, the delay logistic equation AZ, + gpi (e"i"n-u~ -1) = 0 (1.5) i=l issuchanequation,wherepi,oiE(O,oo),aiE{O,1,2 ,... },fi(~)=o~~(e~*~-l),i=l,..., m. For this reason, (Hz) reduces the scope of applicability of the above equivalence theorem. On the other hand, the example given in [4] shows that (H 2 cannot be removed in general. Therefore, ) it is valuable and necessary to relax the condition (Hz) in studying of the difference equation as well as the differential equation.
In this paper, we will investigate the equivalence of oscillations of (1.1) and (1.2) for p E [0, 1) in two cases: noncritical case and critical case. As a consequence, it is shown that (Hz) can be replaced by the following condition (Hs).
(Hs) There exist r > 0, b > 0, and K > 0 such that for each i = 1,. . . , m, fi(u) is nondecreasing in (-6, b) It is easy to see that (Hi) implies that f,(O) = 1, i = 1,. . . ,m. Therefore, under (Hi), it is a harmless condition that fi is nondecreasing in some neighborhood of the origin; moreover, (Hs) is also easily satisfied. For example, the functions fi(u) = cry' (eaiu -1) in (1.5) (i = 1,. . , m) satisfy (Hs) but not (Hz). Indeed, functions fi (i = 1, . . . , m) always satisfy (Hs) whenever fi are twice differentiable continuously in some neighborhood of the origin and f,!(O) = 1 for i = 1,. . ,m.
For consideration in the case p = 1, we refer to [4] .
DEFINITION.
If there exists a Xs E (0, oo) such that F(Xo) = 0 and F(X) > 0, for A E (0, X0) u 00, m), ( REMARK.
Taking notice of that F(1) > 0 and
we see that if (1.1) or (1.2) is in a critical state, then the number X0 in the above definition must be in the interval (0,l).
In a noncritical state, we have either
for some X* E (0, co).
(1.8)
As is customary, a solution {zn} is called oscillatory if the terms z, of the sequence are not eventually positive or eventually negative. Otherwise it is called nonoscillatory.
NONCRITICAL CASE
As the discrete version of the lemmas in [l], the following lemmas hold. PROOF. First assume that (1.7) holds. In view of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, every solution of both (1.1) and (1.2) oscillates.
Next, assume that (1.8) holds. Then there exists a X* E (O,+oo) such that F(X*) < 0. Since limx+s+ F(X) = limx,+, F(X) = +oo, it follows that (1.4) has a real positive root at least. Hence, Lemma 2.2 implies that (1.2) has an eventually positive solution. The proof will be complete if we show that (1.1) also has an eventually positive solution. To this end, let EO E (0,l) such that ~0 czl qiX*-'Ti < -F(A*). Set F,t;(X) = (A -1) (1 -px-') + (1 + Ec) 2 qK"'. 
CRITICAL CASE
Consider the following nonlinear nonautonomous delay difference equation:
In this section, we first establish an equivalence of oscillation for (3.1) and the following secondorder difference equation:
A2y,+l + cC$,-~-~~ (n, ~I~'+~Q/~,. . . , Xo"-bkyn) = 0, n 2 no, (3.2)
under the critical state (1.5). And then, we apply this equivalence theorem to (1.1) to conclude the condition which guarantees (1.1) and (1.2) have the same oscillatory behavior.
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (1.6) and the following condition (Hd) hold:
(Hd) for any n 1 no, (i) f(n,ul,...,uk)LO,ul,...,uk>O,f(n,ul,..., uk)<O,ul,..., uk<O; (ii) f(n, 211,. , uk) is nondecreasing in ul,.
, uk.
Then every solution of (3.1) oscillates if and only if every solution of (3.2) oscillates. PROOF. If f(n,ui,. . , Uk) E 0 for large n and ui,. . . ,uk > 0 or ul,..., uk < 0, it is cay to see that both (3.1) and (3.2) h ave nonoscillatory solutions. In the sequel, we assume that f(n, ui, , ?&) $ 0 for large n and ~1 . uj > 0, j = 1,. . . , k. Set c = max{ai,as, ,cm}, p = max{r, o,6}, and
It follows from (1.6) that or F(Xo) = 0 and
SUFFICIENCY. If not, let z,., be an eventually positive solution of (3.1). Then there exists an nr 2 no such that zn > 0 for n 2 ni. Set V, = Xcmnz, for n 1 nr. Then w, > 0 for n 2 ni. From (3.1) and (3. There are two possible cases to consider. CASE 1. limn-,cxr yn = p < co. It follows from (3.24) that yN I yn < p for n 2 N. Summing up (3.2) from n 2 N to 00 and using the fact that f*(n,u) is nondecreasing in u, we obtain Ayn-1 1 ~f*(~di) 2 xf"(i,yN), n > N.
i=n i=n Summing up again both sides of the above from N to co, we obtain
It follows that c,",,(n -N + l)f*(n, yN) < co, which contradicts (3.23).
CASE 2. lim,,, yn = co. Summing up (3.2) from n > N to 00 yields Ayn-I 2 2 f*(i, yi), n 2 N, and so n 2 N.
In view of (3.22) and the fact limn--roo yn = 00, we may choose Nr 2 N such that
Hence, summing up (3.25) from Nr to co and using (3.26), we have On the other hand, it follows (3.21) and the nondecreasing of 4(u) and {yn} that (3.28) Equation (3.28), together with (3.27), implies that c,"==,, nlf*(n,c~)j < 00, which contradicts (3.23).
NECESSITY. Suppose, to the contrary, that (3.23) does not hold. Without loss of generality, assume that there exists c E (0, cg) such that It follows that 2 2f'(i,c) < 00. Substituting this into (3.30) and using the fact that f *(n, u) is nondecreasing in u, we obtain n 2 N. Suppose, to the contrary, that (3.1) has a nonoscillatory solution. By Theorem 3.1, equation (3.2) also has a nonoscillatory solution. We can assume, without loss of generality, that (3.2) has an eventually positive solution {yn}. Then there exists an N 2 7~0 such that (3.24) holds, and yn 2 ye for n 2 N. It follows from (3.2) and (Hd) that 2 f*(n,wv) i AYN-1 < 00, n=N which yields 00 cl n=N XC,-*-'f (n, yN&n-61,. . . ,y&,,n-ak) 1 < 00. This contradicts (3.35) and so the proof is complete.
4. SOME REMARKS From Theorems 2.1 and 3.3, we immediately have the following theorem. Assume that (HI) and (Hs) hold. Then every solution of (1.1) oscillates if and , only if every solution of (1.2) oscillates.
The following example shows that (Hz) is an essential condition which guarantees ( have the same oscillatory behavior in the critical case. 
